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Discover The Inspirational Story of UFC Superstar Ronda Rousey!Read on your PC, Mac, smart

phone, tablet or Kindle device!You're about to discover the incredibly inspirational story of UFC

superstar Ronda Rousey. If you're reading this then you must be a fan of Ronda, like so many

others. As a fan, you must wonder how this woman is so talented and want to know more about her.

Ronda is considered one of the greatest MMA fighters in the world and it's been an honor to be able

to watch her compete throughout her young career. This book will reveal to you much about

Ronda's story and the many accomplishments throughout her career.Here Is A Preview Of What

You'll Learn...Youth and Family LifePre-UFC CareerUFC Career and Notable FightsLegacy,

Charitable Acts and much more!If you want to learn more about Ronda Rousey, then this book is for

you. It will reveal to you many things that you did not know about this incredible martial

artist!Download today!About the Author:Inspirational Stories is a series aimed at highlighting the

great athletes of our society. Our mission is to present the stories of athletes who are not only

impactful in their sport, but also great people outside of it. The athletes we write about have gone

above and beyond to become impactful in their community and great role models for the youth, all

while showing excellence in their profession. We publish concise, easily consumable books that

portray the turning points in the lives of these great athletes, while also giving the context in which

they occurred. Our books are especially great for children who look up to sports figures. Hopefully

these athletes can serve as a source of inspiration and their stories can provide life lessons that are

practical for fans of any demographic.
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I am pretty impressed with Ronda Rousey after having seen her on Ellen and briefly on TMZ. As I

know little to nothing about her, this biography has given me a fantastic overview of her life and

accomplishments. Granted, if you are already a rabid fan and have been following her career, there

may be nothing new here. Not the case for me. This bio gives great info on Rousey's upbringing,

her start in athletics, and her career in the UFC from the start until present day. I learned so much

about this amazing woman from this book and found it to be a very worthwhile read on Rousey.

Excellent piece of writing by Bill Redban. The book captures all of Ronda Rousey's key moments in

her life thus far. My favorite part was her fighter profile. There were many details in book that I did

not know about. The author has a clean writing style that keeps the reader engaged the entire way

through the book. Highly recommend to anyone out there that does not know Ronda Rousey or

anyone that wants the inside scoop on her life.

A unique biographical insight into the life of an important personality in the UFC. One is given the

chance to see what shaped the life of one of the greatest MMA fighters in the world. An excellent

read that entices one to get inspired. Recommended.

I had no idea that the UFC fighter Ronda Rousey had such an interesting life story. Bill Redban has

written a book that is easy for all to get into and enjoy. I found myself not being able to put he book

down. I read the book cover to cover in one sitting. I will absolutely read more books by this author.

A++ Highly recommend.

I rate this book four stars.Fun to read. The important facts are there.Someone hearing about Ronda

for the first time would find the book most enlightening.The author is probably not a practicing mma

star. That's ok.



I read this because I was interested in her life as she is a phenomenal fighter and it was free on

kindle unlimited. Disappointed is an understatement and exceptionally glad this was free. Just basic

pamphlet of information you could look up on Wikipedia. Facts only, nothing more. If a 5th grader

were asked to write a book report on her, this wouldn't be acceptable.

The information was very brief and not much more than what I had read from basic internet and TV

news. If you want a very easy read (I completed the entire book in about 5 minutes) and know

nothing of Ronda, you might be satisfied. The price tag was a bit much for these cliff notes. Looking

forward to "My Fight/Your Fight" reading.
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